
NEW!
Frozen Meringue Tarts
and Macarons from
Proper Cornish
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Easter Discounts
Save on products like
MelloMallow from
Craigmillar and more



Details of what’s happening

Easter Customer Giveaway

BAKO Select Exclusive Product Launch 

BAKO Birthday Cake Competition 

Cash’n’Carry Giveaway

In the Mix Customer Promotional Giveaway

Golden Ticket 

Golden Ticket 

Golden Ticket 

BAKO officially turns 60!

Dear Customer,

As the days grow warmer and the promise of Spring lingers in the air, our magazine is infused with the sweet
aroma of innovation and inspiration. For this Easter edition, we explore the latest seasonal trends, recipes,
strategies and products that will enable you to make the most of the early Easter period- check out our article
on page 4. 

Make sure to browse the 2024 Easter Essentials Brochure, containing a specially selected range of ingredients,
finished goods, seasonal decorations and everything you will need for the Easter rush- just ask your Sales
Manager or go to our website bako.co.uk to download your copy.

Continuing our 60th Birthday Celebrations, March plays host to our Easter Customer Giveaway. You are in with
a chance of being the recipient one of the six £600 BAKO Account Credit rewards we are giving away- just by
being an active BAKO customer! Our way of saying thanks for your support in our 60th Birthday year.

Frozen Confectionery is also on the agenda this month. Turn to page 6 to learn about how you can maximise
the convenience, appeal and variety of our Frozen Confectionery range by leading the way in upcoming flavour
trends and leveraging changing consumer preferences and buying habits in your favour.

Be sure to check out our In the Mix magazine each month for
further details and how to get involved in our 60th activities-
you could be one of our lucky Birthday winners! 

We also introduce you to more exceptional bakers in our bi-monthly Meet The Bakers
feature; this time we take you to the North East and Riverview Bakery to meet owner,
Rachel Charlton. Driven by constant innovation, a mission to introduce the next
generation to the Baking industry and sheer love of the craft, Rachel shares her
inspirational story and tells us how her close relationship with BAKO has been crucial to
her success.

As usual, we also showcase an array of mouthwatering products that are set to tantalise
taste buds across the country. Look out for the new frozen Macarons and selection of
fruity Meringue Tarts from Proper Cornish- perfect for a trendy and refreshing Spring
offering at a great price point. We also bring you money-saving opportunities on bakery
staples from big brands like Pukka, Craigmillar, Ireks and Baker & Baker.

See you next time,

WELCOME WELCOME 
TO IN THE MIXTO IN THE MIX
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EASTER ESSENTIALS From BAKO
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 Easter
Giveaway

6 Lucky BAKO Customers will receive £600 in
account credit as part of our 60th Birthday

Celebrations.

Could it be your lucky Easter? No need to apply- all
active BAKO customers are in with a chance to win!

Established 1964
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To be eligible you must be an existing BAKO Group Ltd customer, with an active account and at least one order placed in the last 3
months. Recipients of the six £600 account credit giveaways will be drawn at random by 20th March 2024. Maximum of one account
credit awarded per customer. Full terms and conditions are available on request.
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BAKO Code:         22824 
BAKO Code:         22560   
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FRESH TRENDSFRESH TRENDS
inin

FROZENFROZEN
CONFECTIONERYCONFECTIONERY

9

Super Sweet Treats

Market
Insights

1: Lumina Snapshot, 4w YoY, w/e 21st Jan 24 
2: Kantar WPO, Last 52w, w/e 21st Jan 24 

So far, 2024 has seen a continued YoY
decline in participation and visit
frequency in the Out of Home food
market as the cost of living crisis sees
the public restricting non-essential
spending. 

Inflation is obviously a big contributor,
however there are multiple positive
factors that are also driving up the
average spend per visit by over 40%:

Declining use of takeaway delivery
services as increased costs and fees
emphasise the value of outlet dining
experiences
Rising perception of Eating Out as
more of an important occasion for
celebration and indulgence
Dinner and Lunch purchases
increasing at the expense of
brunch/snacking, leading to more
substantial orders

1

In the Retail Sector, higher than
average price increases of over 12% in
the frozen dessert aisle is causing
shoppers to ditch their favourite home-
freezer treats. 2

Out-of-Home Dining

Retail

Bakeries are well placed to
capitalise on current market
trends, especially through 

confectionery offerings.

Visually appealing, trendy &
affordable confectionery options
address the needs of increased

lunchtime business, where
customers are willing to indulge.

Talk to your Sales Manager for
more info on Frozen Confectionery

available from BAKO 

Bakeries are well placed to
capitalise on current market
trends, especially through 

confectionery offerings.

Visually appealing, trendy &
affordable confectionery options
address the needs of increased

lunchtime business, where
customers are willing to indulge.

Talk to your Sales Manager for
more info on Frozen Confectionery

available from BAKO 

Fruity Delights

Trending Flavours Spring 2024

Blueberry
Pineapple

Strawberry
Apple

Raspberry

Honey

White Chocolate
Peanut
Praline

Biscoff

CaramelVanilla

While consumers may be more budget-conscious during a
financial squeeze, there are strategic ways for bakeries to utilise

frozen confectionery products to draw more attention and
potentially increase sales. 

The convenience and consistent quality of our frozen
confectionery range provides an ideal opportunity to position your

business for success in challenging economic times. Emphasise
affordability while adapting your shopfront to appeal to emerging

consumer preferences and trends, can position bakeries for
success in challenging economic times. 

BAKO Top Picks

BAKO Vanilla Slice
24x100g

BAKO White Chocolate &
Raspberry Cookie Puck

90x55g

Raspberry Duo
Cheesecake Dots

x36

Pfalzgraf Apple
Almond Slice

20ptn

Baker & Baker
Caramel Shortcake

Traybake
20ptn

Delifrance
Biscoff Filled

Muffin
24x110g

88312 93036 52040

81780 88290 82728
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Custard
94103

Cocoa &
Hazelnut

94102

Other 
flavours 
available:

Thaw and Serve ConfectioneryThaw and Serve ConfectioneryThaw and Serve Confectionery

Lemon
81600

Triple
Chocolate

81601

Other 
flavours 
available:

Salted Caramel Filled          
Muffin 24x115g                         
93981

Salted Caramel Filled          
Muffin 24x115g                         
93981

Fruits of the Forest Filled
Doughnut 36x90g             
93980

Fruits of the Forest Filled
Doughnut 36x90g             
93980

Ring Doughnuts

Serving suggestion
Supplied undecorated

Other 
flavours 
available:

Salted Caramel
88316

Chocolate Filled
Cookie 

100x80g                            
88315

Filled Cookies

Filled DoughnutsFilled DoughnutsFilled MuffinsFilled Muffins
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Finger Doughnuts

48x50g
88250

Serving suggestion
Supplied undecorated

56x50g
88249



50140    Dobla
Chocolate Flamingo

40x35mm
x152

88327    Ginger Loaf
Cake with Speculoos

Frosting
18x87g

24045    Truly
Glimmer Blossom 

100s & 1000s
1kg

35632    Callebaut
Milk Chocolate

Shavings 
2.5kg

Decorate
to Suit Any

Season

24046 Truly Glimmer
Flowers

800g

50141    Dobla White
Chocolate Pink Butterfly

35x30x15mm
x120

50142    Dobla White
Chocolate Buttercup

32mm
x302
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Cakes for Finishing
Range of easy-to-use Thaw, Finish & Serve Cakes, available in
four delicious varieties. The convenient, consistent starting point
for your own uniquely finished cake creations.

Thaw, Finish & Serve

Supplied undecorated 

88326    Chocolate
Bar Cake
30x92g

88325    Vanilla
Sponge with Vanilla 

Frosting
24x97g

88324    Chocolate
Sponge with Salted

Caramel Frosting
24x97g

35633    Callebaut
White Chocolate

Shavings 
2.5kg
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 Home of Wrights | 01270 504 300 | www.wrightsfoodgroup.com

QUALITY WHOLESOME FOOD
SINCE 1926

3 x Chocolate Éclair            85g
3 x Finger Doughnut         111g
3 x Fruit Scone                    139g
3 x Apple Turnover            153g
3 x Black Forest Muffin      111g

Assorted
Frozen Baked
Cream Cakes

BAKO Code: 80109 
x15      2.6kg 
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R I V E R V I E W  B A K E R Y

Rachel Charlton, Owner/Operator
of Riverview Bakery

MTB: How is business today and what are the main
difficulties you currently face?

RC: Business is really good. We are busy year-round but also
produce seasonal ranges which draw the crowds, such as  
Summer Sundaes & Smoothies, and we go all out with in-store
decoration.

We do have some recruitment issues, like other bakeries in the
industry, and good pastry chefs are very hard to find, so in the
main, we train our own.

Costs are also an issue as the price of everything has gone up,
but because we make everything from scratch, we haven't been
affected by serious price increases, which we are grateful for.

Meet The Bakers

Recently we met with Rachel Charlton and her Team at the Riverview Bakery; a
hidden gem located on the river Derwent in Blackhall Mill, southwest of

Newcastle. With a varied food offering and a particular focus on quality baked
goods, Rachel has relied on BAKO as primary supplier for 35 years, now
working closely with Sales Manager, Peter Matthews to source all the

ingredients that go into the finished product pictured here.

Riverview is a great example of how, despite the more rural setting, the British
Bakery still has the power to be a local community hub as well as drawing

plenty of custom from further afield through an active social media presence.

MTB: Could you give us a brief outline of how you came
to own Riverview and what kind of bakery it is?

RC: I started off working in London when I was 16, working
at The Savoy, and then, when I was 18, I started working
for City Cuisine, in Newcastle, as a pastry chef. Then, aged
20, I started my first business, a wholesale patisserie,
supplying cakes and desserts right across the Northeast
and I haven’t looked back since!

I then moved into retail in 2017 and now I have the one
shop, Riverview, which fortunately is very busy and
successful. We were too busy to keep up the wholesale
operation, so we became entirely retail just over six years
ago. 

We are a full bakery shop, selling bread, pies, cakes and
more. We have a beautiful seating area, inside and
outside, for up to 100 customers, and we offer a full
breakfast, lunch and afternoon tea menu, with opening
hours from 7am to 5pm.

We are in a rural setting, and due to the location, we don’t
get passing trade, but people travel from all over to visit us
here. 

Meet the Bakers spoke with Rachel Charlton
about her journey so far and the ambitions for
Riverview

10 It’s not just Riverview’s product range that adapts to the
seasons, they also go all in on festive decoration

MTB: Given your experience, what advice would you give to
aspiring bakers starting out today?

RC: For me it's all about the skill level. Bakers need to be skilled
in pastry and baking to get ahead, and to be able to train their
own new recruits.



Rachel and BAKO Sales Manager, Peter Matthews
work together closely to make sure BAKO can supply

everything she needs

MTB: What can you tell us about your team structure?

RC: I am the only director and I have 29 staff. I have a
combination of full-time and part-time workers, and all the
team are local people. 

I also really love to give young people the chance to gain  
insight into the baking industry, so I have several young
team members who work at weekends and during the
school holidays.

MTB: How does the business engage with social media?

RC: When I first started the business, I didn’t have a website
and I didn’t believe that I needed social media.

But now, everything has moved on. If I post something on
Facebook, it is often seen by over 100,000 people some of
them do come to our shop because of what they have seen
on social media, which I never thought that would happen! I
only have Facebook currently but watch this space -
Instagram and even TikTok could be in our future!

When I invent something new and post it on my Facebook
page it will often go viral and will draw customers new and
old into our shop. The most recent examples of this were
the trifle cheesecakes and the peach melba topped
cheesecakes. Both went viral, and customers came into the
shop asking specifically for these products. We sold out in
hours!

Recently, my inspiration for new products has come from
TikTok. I spot recipes I like and then I’ll add my own
interpretation to them, to make them even more unique.
There are so many great ideas on TikTok, I would highly
recommend other bakers to give it a try!

MTB: What are your best selling bakes?

RC: We are fortunate that everything in this shop sells well,
particularly the dessert lines. At any one time we have 70
lines, so there is a huge choice, and they all sell well.

Some of the products we will always have for sale, due to
their lasting popularity, include old favourites like chocolate
eclairs and strawberry tarts. I regularly invent new things like
our fully loaded cookies, and the trifle cheesecake, for
example.

@riverviewbakery

Riverview Customer Feedback
“Great value, lovely food and desserts to die for!” - Matt

“This is the best cafe in the Northeast! The baked goods
are second to none with a selection of delicious pies and

pasties. The cakes and pastries are wonderful -
favourites are the rhubarb cheesecake and giant custard

slice.” - Jackie

“Hidden gem with a varied menu and fabulous selection
of cakes” - Janet

“WOW ...OMG...this is the best bakery ever! Whopping
great pieces of cake, and the hardest thing to do was

which one to choose!” - Brian
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Riverview Bakery Blackhall Mill

MTB: How do you find the partnership with BAKO?

RC: I love it! I am a big BAKO fan. I really love my BAKO rep
Peter; he is just brilliant, and I can contact him day or night.
He is always on hand to answer any queries I have. I wouldn’t
ever consider going anywhere else. 

“I am a big BAKO fan... I wouldn’t ever consider going anywhere else.”

https://www.instagram.com/candys_cupcakes/#


BAKO Code: 84234
18x130g
BAKO Code: 84234
18x130g

BAKO Code: 84236
18x130g
BAKO Code: 84236
18x130g

BAKO Code: 84235
18x130g
BAKO Code: 84235
18x130g

£1.70
per Tart

£1.90
per Tart

£1.90
per Tart
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PROUDLY SUPPORTING OUR BAKO 
COLLEAGUES IN THEIR 60TH YEAR

Established 1964
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www.craftbakersassociation.co.uk
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For more information or to confirm
your booking, Visit our website



Milk Chocolate Couverture             2.5kg

54% Dark Chocolate Couverture    2.5kg

White Chocolate Couverture          2.5kg

Ruby Chocolate Couverture            2.5kg

Gold Chocolate Couverture           2.5kg

33009

33010

33119

35592

35594
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Method 

Place the chocolate crème cake mix into a mixing bowl fitted with a beater.
Combine all the liquids and add over 1 minute on speed 1.
Scrape down & mix for 3 minutes on speed 2
Deposit batter evenly between 4 x 6” round cake tins – giving a yield of 2
finished cakes.
Bake at 170c for 30 – 35 minutes, until set and golden brown
Allow to cool
Sandwich two cakes together with jam and frosting
Colour sugarpaste with yellow colouring
Cover / decorate your cakes as desired.

BAKO Chocolate Crème
Cake Mix – 1kg
Egg – 350g
Oil – 300g
Water – 225g

For Finishing

BAKO Strawberry Jam
Dawn Vanilla Frosting
BAKO Sugarpaste
BAKO Lemon Colour Flavour

Ingredients BAKO
Code

EASTER CHICK CAKESEASTER CHICK CAKES

Create your ownCreate your own

Yields x2 6" Round Cakes

22102

94045
12019

30471
49933
91214
51179
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60559
16kg

Bakels Country Oven
Multiseed Bread

Concentrate
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BAKO CODE: 84237

50p
per Macaron

20

          70x15g          

£35
per Case

of 70



PROUDLY SUPPORTING 
OUR BAKO COLLEAGUES

IN THEIR 60TH YEAR

Established 1964
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38344
12.5kg
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52040
Raspberry Duo
Cheesecake Dots
x36

52040
Raspberry Duo
Cheesecake Dots
x36

52036
Caramelised
Biscuit Dots
x36

52036
Caramelised
Biscuit Dots
x36

51239
x36

52035
x36

52026
x36
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PROUDLY SUPPORTING 
OUR BAKO COLLEAGUES IN 

THEIR 60TH YEAR

Established 1964
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Calling all bread bakers, loaf lovers and artisan aficionados! Do you want to showcase your bread-
making skills and the quality of your work to peers and potential customers? If the answer is yes,

then Britain’s Best Loaf 2024 is the competition for you!

We’re looking for lovely loaves that are a crust above the competition. 
If you think that yours can rise to the occasion, then enter now.

Taking home a Britain’s Best Loaf trophy is a fantastic way to promote your business, and help it grow to new heights.
It’s also a great way to recognise and reward your team for their hard work and dedication. So what are you waiting for?

This year's competition will culminate in an exciting live judging event and awards presentation at the UK Food & Drink
Shows, NEC Birmingham, on Tuesday 30 April 2024.

Entry Enquiries
For more information on the entry stage, please contact:

Rebecca George | Rebecca.George@wrbm.com
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